
SILVERLINE
EDITION

Style Book
Understated elegance majestically interpreted



SILVERLINE EDITION

True luxury is having the space – and the time – 
to enjoy it. In an increasingly hectic everyday life  
in the midst of a pulsing urbanity, a growing 
number of people create free space. Consciously 
creating living space with unique precious 
materials. 

Luxury is grounded in simplicity and  
reserve. Self-assured understatement demon- 
strates style and individuality.



“Style is the capability 
to express complicated things simply  

and not the other way around.” 

JEAN COCTEAU



I

The exclusive boards in the Silverline Edition  
are carefully hand-selected from especially refined 
and straight oak. Straight, fine lines result 
lengthwise from the careful sawing of the boards. 
Flawless boards of this length are extremely  
rare, because oak trees grow very slowly and need 
decades for this format. The characterful  
sorting process emphasizes the uniqueness of this 
material – wood – and thus each Silverline  
floor has its own unique story to tell.

Product detail I

HAND-SELECTED 
EXCLUSIVITY

SILVERLINE Oak Silver



II

At almost three meters, the impressive length of  
the Silverline boards is emphasized through special 
beveling, which run along the entire length of the 
board. They underscore the exceptionally generous 
dimensions of a Silverline floor, amplify the  
natural effect of the spatial architecture, and guide 
the light in the room.

Product detail II

GENEROUS 
FORMATS

SILVERLIINE Oak



III

The colours and the surface finishing of the 
Silverline Edition are just as exceptional as the 
length of the individual boards. Over the  
course of time, a very special patina emerges – 
interesting ref lections develop along with  
a depth that increases with age. 

Product detail III

EXCLUSIVE  
REFINEMENT

MASTER EDITION (SILVERLINE) Oak Pimento



IV

Refined, large-format f loor are unforgiving when 
there are flaws. Therefore, each individual board  
in the Silverline Edition is processed exclusively by 
our master team in Switzerland. They guarantee  
the outstanding quality of the Silverline Edition by  
working with great care. Just drying the wood 
demands a great deal of experience and patience – 
drying oak too quickly causes undesired fine  
cracks, which are found during the sorting process.

Product detail IV

SWISS MADE

THE SILVERLINE MONOGRAM
Every Silverline floor is very carefully manufactured in 
Switzerland. The exclusive quality is guaranteed with  
a solid silver mono-gram, which is set in the floor or given  
to the customer personally.

SILVERLINE  Oak Farina



“I am not interested 
in luxury. I used my money 

to buy my freedom.” 

AUDREY HEPBURN



Colour overview

SILVERLINE EDITION
2800 x 260 x 11mm

AVORIO
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural oiled

CREMA
oak brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
B-Protect®

FARINA
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural oiled

GOLD
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural oiled

SILVER
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural oiled

Colour overview

MASTER EDITION SILVERLINE FORMAT
2800 x 260 x 11mm

FLAX
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural waxed

NUTMEG
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural waxed

NOUGAT
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural waxed

PIMENTO
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural waxed

QUARTZ
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural waxed

TRUFFLE
oak deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural waxed

CACAO 
oak slightly smoked, deep brushed, 
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled

All the colours of the Silverline Edition are available in a calm 
and a lively grading. (Excl. Avorio and Cacao, only in a lively grading)

OAK
deep brushed, beveled - 4 sides, 
natural oiled



“What separates style from 
fashion is quality.” 

GIORGIO ARMANI



PRODUCT  Silverline Edition Oak Silver, calm grading
ARCHITECTS  Von Ballmoos Krucker Architekten AG
BUILDER  Tobias Hestler
FLOOR INSTALLER  Parkett Schnyder
PHOTOS  Bruno Helbling Fotografie

URBAN VILLA IN ZURICH
Oerlikon, CH

19th- and 20th-century urban villas are just as much a part of Zurich’s  
cityscape as Lake Zurich or the white-and-blue trams. One of these is the 
Allenmoos villa, in the Allenmoos district of Zurich Oerlikon. In 2012,  
a couple decided to buy the villa and add a garden pavilion of their own 
design to the building. Since 2014, this new building now nestles up to  
the old town wall in the garden, complementing its style in a contemporary  
fashion. The transitions between the rooms have a fluid design. The  
continuous Silverline Edition Oak Silver parquet floor by Bauwerk Parkett 
adds gentle colour highlights. The deep brushed and natural oiled planks 
with a length of almost three metres subtly emphasise the spaciousness of the 
new rooms, and connect the new parts of the building with the old.  
The steps between the new and old parts of the building are made out of 
smoked, deep brushed and natural oiled Villapark Oak and are reminiscent 
of a step stool, creating a playful connection between the two areas.



Only reflection on what is essential creates room for 
true individuality. Through conscientious reduction, 
every detail gains its meaning.



PRODUCT  Silverline Oak Gold, lively grading
ARCHITECTS  Architekturbüro Trecolore
BUILDER  Dr. Traxler
FLOOR INSTALLER  Trendfloor B.T.S.
PHOTOS  Martin Steinthaler

SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE IN VILLACH
Villach, AT

A family of four created their dream home in Villach, Carinthia. The new 
building was designed and realised by Hermann Dorn and his architecture 
firm, Trecolore. Maintaining privacy on the outside and open space in the 
interior are some of the aspects that the family felt were important in their new  
home. The architect designed the building as an L-shape that encloses  
the garden, providing privacy. It is further enhanced by the small number of 
openings facing the street and a wooden-slat façade cladding that is 
projected in front of the windows. A two-floor atrium is at the centre of the 
house‘s interior, with the rest of the rooms arranged around it. It connects  
the ground floor to the upper floor, and the interior to the exterior. The side 
of the atrium facing the garden is fully glazed, and in summer, the living 
room can be opened out onto the terrace in front of it.



Design is an important form of communication.  
People use design to speak to each other  
and to express their way of living and thinking. 



PRODUCT  Silverline Edition Oak, lively grading
ARCHITECTS  Fanzun AG
BUILDER  Roland Obrist
FLOOR INSTALLER  KUKUMA
PHOTOS  Johannes Fredheim

CHALET PUNTSCHELLA
Pontresina, CH

The Pontresina village in Engadin is the location of a spacious loft apartment 
and holiday home for large families. Natural wood plays a key role in the 
design, deliberately combined with other materials. Every wood type used 
has its own story and appeal. The dining table is made out of beams  
salvaged from the previous building. A part of the dilapidated old building 
was rebuilt. The doors and built-in furniture are made out of local Swiss  
pine. Parquet was used for the floors: the broad strips of the Silverline Edition 
in rustic grading 35 provide a neutral base that fits well with the other  
types of wood. The architect opted for steamed brushed larch as the material 
for the ceiling. The entire apartment benefits from a well-designed lighting 
concept and sensual interior design. Indirect light accentuates the height of 
the room, which reaches up to 4.5 metres. The free-standing fireplace is  
open on both sides, separating the room and making it cosier. A successful 
combination of different elements that blends harmoniously with a  
breath-taking panoramic view of the mountains.



Simple elegance is the perfect combination  
of luxurious fabrication and consciously celebrated 
understatement.



BAUWERK
QUALITY

SWISS
TRADITION

HEALTHY
LIVING

Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition, has been applying  
its skills, precision and passion to manufacturing beautiful top-quality 
wooden floors since 1935. One of the leading European parquet 
manufacturers, Bauwerk offers its customers a comprehensive and 
innovative range of products that stand for healthy living and conscious 
design of the personal living environment. bauwerk-parkett.com



Bauwerk Parkett AG 
CH-9430 St. Margrethen 
www.bauwerk-parkett.com
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